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Abstract 
This article analyzes the monographs of American theorists of literature devoted to the study of artistic responses of Russian 
writers who visited the USA in the 20th century. Some books appeared in critical field of American scientists:  “The City of 
Yellow Devil” by M.Gorky, “Iron Mirgorod” by S.Yesenin, “My Discovery of America” by V.Mayakovsky, “O’key” by 
B.Pilniak, “The Little Gold America” by I.Ilf and Y.Petrov. In the paper the books by Gorky and Ilf and Petrov are analyzed. 
American approach to these works is shown in different ways: from critics to estimation of their positive influence on Russians’ 
attitude towards the USA. 
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1. Introduction 
A dialogue between Russia and America started as early as in the nineteenth century. The topic of America 
sounds in the oeuvres by Pushkin, Küchelbecker, Odoyevsky, Herzen, Chernyshevsky, Leo Tolstoy and others. The 
most effective relationships between America and Russia were developing in the 20-s and 30-s of the twentieth 
century, especially after  the establishment of diplomatic relations between the countries in November 1933.  
Maksim Gorky, Sergei Yesenin, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Boris Pilniak, Ilya Ilf and Yevgeni Petrov visited the 
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USA in the first half of the twentieth century before World War II. Each of them enriched his native literature with 
works of different genres on the topic connected with their stay in that country. American literary criticism paid 
attention to every single work of Russian writers devoted to America. In different years there appeared the 
monographs by Alayne Reily “America in Contemporary Soviet Literature”, Charles Rougle “Three Russians 
consider America”. America in the Works of Maksim Gorky, Alexander Blok and Vladimir Mayakovsky”, Carrol 
Evince “Border Crossing. The Problem of Identity of the West and Russia in Soviet Literature 1917-1934”, Valentin 
Kiparsky “English and American Characters in Russian Fiction” and many others. As a rule, while analyzing literary 
relationships between Russia and America, the USA critics engage in talk with the essay by A.M.Gorky “The City 
of Yellow Devil”. American researchers have different approaches to this work. Thus, in the article we make an 
attempt to explain our point of view on the contribution of Russian writers to the image of the USA in Russian 
literature. 
2. Analysis of American literary criticism 
2.1 A.M. Gorky 
Alayne Reily (1971) blames Maksim Gorky for creating the image of “enemy” which Soviet writers continued to 
“shape” after him. The Soviet government, as the critic claims, encouraged unflattering descriptions of America and 
deliberately sent their best writers to the United States expecting that they would discredit capitalist regime in their 
works. He enumerates five writers who, in his point of view, played a leading part in creating the negative image of 
America: Gorky, Mayakovsky, Pilniak, Ilf and Petrov. Maksim Gorky was put in charge of the negative tradition. 
M.Gorky is known to have been in America in spring and summer of 1906 when there was no Soviet government 
at all. A.Reily describes in detail a scandalous incident connected with “disclosure” of Gorky who was guilty of 
presenting his common-law wife Maria Andreyeva as “Madame Gorky”. It is true that the American critic mentions 
the scandal to have been partially fabricated by the tsar's ambassador in the USA in order to sabotage the writer’s 
mission: fundraising for Bolshevik party. However, A.Reily uses this very fact from the writer’s biography to 
explain appearance of “malicious caricature on inhospitable New York” where the clear and happy mood of Gorky’s 
early notes transferred into the dark and depressive in “Yellow Devil”. The spirit of freedom and peace was changed 
into the atmosphere of oppression and terror. Huge buildings, stretched out to the sky, “the beauties of New York” 
became «foolish scrapers of the sky” devoid of the wish to be beautiful (Reily, 1971, p.6). 
“Incriminating” to Gorky a preconceived attitude towards America, A.Reily introduces fragments from the 
writer’s letters where there prevails the mood different from that in the outline: “Goodness me! This is a fantastic 
country for a person who is able and willing to work.” (Reily, 1971, p.11). The critic’s pretentions come not exactly 
to the core of what M.Gorky saw and heard in America but rather to the style of representation – exaggeration while 
describing “the monster city” as a horrible digestive tube.  
In the book by Charles Rougle “Three Russians consider America” Gorky’s impact in Russian Americana is 
understood in a different way. The American critic does not deny that Gorky's view on America is coloured 
negatively due to the hostile reception which he had when his relationships with Andreyeva leaked out to the public, 
but he does not consider this event to have a great influence on the pictures of New York painted by Gorky in his 
outlines about America. Rougle (1976) claims that in “The City of Yellow Devil” Gorky has an argument with his 
political opponents who imagined the way of Russia’s parliamentary development as copying American democracy. 
This is on the one hand. That is why there is a grotesque representation of American reality. On the other hand, he 
said that “Gorky, a provincial himself, shares his contemporaries’ doubts about a big city; New York reveals itself a 
monster to him, while its residents are belittled to classless, faceless and soulless crowd” (Rougle, 1976, p.144). 
Whereas it is possible to agree with the first point, then the second one appears to be disputable. The fact that 
Gorky is “provincial” does not prevent him from creating pictures of other cities in his works, such as “London”, in 
the tale “Comrade”, in “Tales about Italy”, eventually in “Mother” and “Barbarians”, though  these works were 
created at the same time.  A.M.Gorky, as many other travelers before and after him, was frightened with Americans’ 
superficial, realistic and often egocentric attitude towards a person, the power of almighty Dollar gradually pushing 
the soul out. 
Certainly, Gorky’s essays had influence on representation of American reality by those who visited the USA after 
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him. His works prepared a Russian emotionally to something he was going to survive. However, intentions with 
which Soviet writers came and their impressions after meetings with America were enriched with other tones. 
2.2 I. Ilf and E. Petrov 
Ilya Ilf and Yevgeni Petrov stayed in the United States longer than three months, from September of 1935. 
During this period of time the writers visited 25 states and hundreds of towns. Their route was very much alike the 
one Boris Pilniak took four years earlier: they crossed the country by car twice. In I.Ilf and Y.Petrov’s impression of 
America there is much traditional as in B.Pilniak’s; though, it was presented by means of humour which is  
characteristic of these authors. The book by I.Ilf and Y.Petrov was translated into English in 1937 and published in 
the USA under the title of “The Little Gold America”. In the very title of the book ‘The one-storied America’ there 
is a profound meaning: the writers’ position is expressed there, their view on America of an average American, the 
heart of the American nation; it is for this reason that first two initial titles “America” and “The Trip to America” 
were rejected by the authors. New York which met I.Ilf and Y.Petrov had skyscrapers of 80 and more floors. These 
floors provoked authors’ complicated feelings: boredom, anxiety and…admiration. Evidently it explains somehow 
that the composition of the novel is built in such a way that they visit the biggest skyscraper “Empire State 
Building” only two hours before their leave from this country of contrasts. They described: “So many times going 
along this building we could not help but sigh and murmur, “Ah, gosh! Indeed! Oh, great!” and something like this. 
We only climbed it two hours before leaving America.” (Ilf & Petrov, 1980, p.446). This is where innovation of the 
artists to the idea of disclosure of America lies. There are many admirable traits of the American peoples’ character, 
they write. They are excellent workers, gifted hands. Our engineers say that they are really pleased to work with 
Americans because they are accurate, but far from being pedantic. They know how to keep their word and they trust 
the word of others. They are always ready to help. These are good comrades, easy-going people. (Ilf & Petrov, 1980, 
p.205). 
How much did “The Little Gold America” reflect the real image of American life? In 1984 immigrants from the 
Soviet Union managed to find Florence Throne, the prototype of the novel’s heroine Missis Adams, and asked this 
question, half a century after the book was published. She replied: “It was not lie. It was the life the way people who 
grew up in the USSR, with the views they got in the USSR saw it.” (Palievsky, 1966, p.286). In one of the 
comments by American critics on the book by I.Ilf and Y.Petrov it was written: “It seems like there is no lesson 
which Russian could not give us in due course. The latest can be taken from the book about a trip which is called 
“The Little Gold America”…The authors wrote down something they saw in a way as if it has never been described 
so far. Whatever simple it may sound, the book represents a small revolution in writing trade…This is an amazing 
achievement to view the world anew without any timidity as if not a single best master has ever touched it. “The 
Little Gold America” has much information about the United States, but, as this book is written by Russians and for 
Russians, much about the Soviet Union can be found out in it,” one can read in the article “Russian View on 
America” (Ilf & Petrov, 1980, p.8). Frederic Barhoorn, the author of the book “The Soviet Image of the United 
States” could not but notice: “Despite negative evaluation of the American system, “The Little Gold America” 
probably had positive influence on the Soviet attitude towards America.” (Barhoorn, 1969, p.25). 
3. Conclusion 
In our opinion, Americana of the twentieth century is revealed by publicistic works of the Russian writers of the 
first half of the 20th century. There is Gorky’s tradition that America appeared to be a country of contrasts, and New 
York – “The City of Yellow Devil”. However, traditional interpretation of America received a new shade in the 
works of other writers. 
In the works of the Russian writers particular traits of American national character have been presented to a 
Russian reader in the artistic form. The sense of human dignity, self-esteem, self-importance and self- identity, the 
the qualities inborn of an American and constitute the American tradition by virtue of all-round development of 
individualism and initiative, which in some cases can lead to prosperity of people like Al Capone. (Sushkova, 2013).  
 
It is biased and unjust to accuse indiscriminately (as Alayne Reily did) all Soviet writers who addressed the topic of 
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America in the first half of the twentieth century of fulfilling the government’s order creating the image of “enemy” 
in Soviet person’s consciousness. Especially towards the book by Ilya Ilf and Yevgeni Petrov, where the traditional 
attitude towards the USA was supported only partially, but mostly new for the Soviet literature there was created an 
image of America which was supplemented by the poet Andrei Voznesensky and other writers in subsequent years. 
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